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Trcmsgenderingthe Politics

of Recognition
RICHARD M. JUANG

IN “TRANSGENDERINGTHE POLITICS or RECOGNITION,”RICHARDIUANGargues '1;hatanti'—transgender
‘

discrimination and violence are often accompanied by racial and ethnic discrimination,and conversely,
that situations interpreted as instances of racial and ethnic’injustice often also involve a policing of

genderand ‘sexualboundaries. He calls particular attention to the synergyof injustices that result from

the combination of racialized gender stereotypeswith sexualized racial ‘stereotypes.
I

Iuangnotes that the equal valuation of persons is the basis for a liberal democratic politics of
'

rights; this is not to claim that all difference should ‘beeliminated through the universalenforcement.
of a homogenizing norm, but rather that differences such as race, ethnicity,sex,_sexuality,gender, or

physicalability should never provide a basis for disrespect,domination,and oppression. After theoriz-
'

ing the concept of “transgenderrecognition”through a close reading of Patricia Will_iam’sThe Alchemy-

of Race and Rights,Iuang turnshis attention to two specifichate crimes-——thenegligenthomicide

of African-American transgender woman Tyra Hunt, and the to beating death of non—tr'ansgender
Asian-American Vincent Chineto demonstrate the ways_heunderstands racism and transphobia to

be mutuallycons_tituitive.
_

Iuang contends that rigorouslycritical and ethical cross-cultural or multi-culturalanalyses‘ofgen-
der, sex, and sexuality should play a vital role in advancingthe recognition of transgender people as

proper_ subjectsof civil rights discourses in democraticsocieties.He conc_lu_deshis article with a set ‘of
guidelinesfor engaging in ethica1ly.responsible_cross-cultural investigations of gender difference. Iuang
feelsiithatcross-cultural comparisons"should always‘elaboratethe historical context in which they take

’

place, carefullydefinetheir purpose for being made, be reciprocalrather than parasitical, and exhibit
an understandingof what is at stake in the strugglesand choices of peopledifferent from oneself.

Being recognized within a liberal democracy means beingvalued, having one’sdignity protected,
°

: possessing some access to public 'self—"expression.The strugglefor recognition’skeycomponents-val,1._::_,,e,‘.:§§,,j7E;‘
dignity,and self~'expression—isa cornerstone ofmodern‘U.S. political, social, andcultural

. Despite. its unquantifiability,recognitionsimportance can be rneasu.redbythe consequences ii
absences: an unvalued-" person readily becomes a target or a scapegoat for the hatred of others and
begins to see him or herself only through the lens of such hatred. An existence restricted to

private expressions. of the self, to the closet, becomes a corrosive situ‘ation. ,- '_-
V

p
The only acceptable vision of a just society. includes equal recognition for transgenderand

transgenderpersonsalike. While short—term,tacticalcompromises in the struggle for our rights
inevitable (for example, allowing employersto requirea consistent gender presentation in order

gain the right to determine for oneself whatthat gender presentation will be), asociety in which

‘ .'
~ -

=>..-gs.



TRANSGENDERINGTHEPOLITICS or RECOGNITION

finallysettle for anythingshort of the full array of rights and. privileges enjoyedby non—trans citizens

will remain an unjust society. Such an ethical horizon is .not a utopian fantasy, but is inherent in the

very idea of justice. As Iohn Rawls observes, inherent to a concept of justice is the principle that “Each

person possessesan inviolability founded on justice that even the welfare of society as a whole cannot

override, For this reason justice denies that the loss of freedom for some is made right by a greater

goodshared by others; It does not allow that the sacrificesimposed on a few are outweighed by -the

larger sum of advantagesenjoyedbymany.’
"

To encompassall trans persons, a robust transgenderpolitics of recognition should address the dis-

criminations and prejudicestargeted not only againstgender, but against racial and ethnic differences.

Present discussions of transgender issues in the classroom,mass media, and everydayconversation
separateoiit transphobia, heterosexism, and misogyny from racism, ethnocentrism, and Eurocen-

trism. Thisseparation misrepresentshowoppressiveforces intersect in practice: racism is frequently
gendered, whilegender discrimination is often shaped by racism. Inwthefirsthalf of this essay,I hope
to outline some of the Ways that anti-transgender dis'cri_minationand violence are often accompanied _

by racial and ethnic discriminations,and conversely,situations interpreted as instances of racial and

ethnic injustice often also involve‘a policing of gender and sexual. boundaries. Rather than provide
a wide. survey of "examples,I will focus [attention] on two seemingly unconnected events separated
by_over a decade»:the deaths of Tyra Hunterand Vincent Chin. In _turn,- our ability to address hate

violence more generallydepends on an expanded politics of recognition.
Articulating a web of-connectionsdoesnot mean that we ignore the complex differences ‘among

identitiesand forms of discrimination. Indeed, accuracy demands that we attend to the different

origins, histories, and consequences of structures of oppression. While strategically useful in many

instances, théflrepresentationof broad ranges of racial and gender identities under rubrics such as

“personsof color”and “transgender”risksignoringsubstantial cultural and economic realities that

defineand shapeidentities. One risks,'in essence, thevery kind of non-recognition that a politics of

recognition intentionally seeks to avoid. While this essay cannot offer an overarching strategy for a

robust transgender politics of recognition,it will close in on a narrower question raised by an inter-

sectional analysis:the use of cross—culturalcomparisons in asserting the legitimacyof transgender
‘ identities. A selfécritical,multiculturalist ethics may be useful in avoiding an “imperializ'ing”politics
of recognition.’In terms of a broaderpolitical strategy, I would simply note that direct political and

cultural efforts toward recognition have been and will probably continue to be as heterogeneousas

transgender persons and-communities themselves.

,1. RECOGNITIONAND INTERSECTIONALITY
Conventional discussions of rights ‘andequality, includingsex equality,have excluded transgender
persons as aberrant cases, and a simple assimilation" of trans persons into existing paradigms
equalityis inadequate;put crudelyfithas not been enough, historically,to claim theoretical
transgender persons are deservingof rights becausewe are “justlike everyone‘else,”when
of “everyone”has been established,in practice,through the-exclusion of transgender

I’

-A politics of ‘recognitionconsists of more than just the disseminationof positive a

group. For Charles Taylor, recognition is shorthand for how value is attributed to

groups. Its conceptual originsare in the classical liberal philosophiesof the

predicated political life on a principleof equal dignity.Ideally,such a principle
by virtue of their individual .humai_1ness,rather than by exterior considerations
rank, or wealth? At stake in the contemporary idea of recognition is not the co;iipl_ete:'gél‘li11lnationof
differences.Such assimilation would mean the forcible repression or purging ofhuman l'.difi'erence'an_d_
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diversity in favor of a single idealized norm. Rather, the goal of much of the contemporarypolitics of

recognition is to make illegitimate the use of racial, cultural,_sexual, or physicaldifference as a basis

for stigmatization and inequality. _ _

The emergence of democracy as a political system, Taylornotes, “hasushered in a politics of equal
recognition, which has taken various forms over the years, and has now returned "in the formof

demands for the equal status of cultures and of genders.”3Taylor’suse of “genders”rather than_“men
and women”is telling in its open-endedness.Although he. does not seem to intentionally include

transgender persons, the openness of Taylor’slanguagefitswell with an ‘understandingof democratic

_

politics that demands a constant vigilanceagainst a priori exclusions from the realm of rightsand civic

participation. One should not have to “earn”aconferralof equal value. Rather,the equal valuation of
~

persons is the basis for a democratic system of politics and rights. Furthermore,the assigning of un-

equalstatus as a precondition for civic and political participation, as in the case of raciallysegregated
systems of education, is illegitimate.

"Critical to a politics of recognition is both an attention to material conditions ‘ofinequality and to

the semiotics of inequality. -In regard to Brown v. Board ofliditcation,CharlesLawrencehas arguedthat

“Readmost narrowly,the case is about therights ofBlack children to equal educational opportunity.
But Brown can also be read more broadly to-articulate a‘principle central to any substantive under-
standing of the equal protection ‘clause,the foundation on which all anti—discri1ninationlaw rests. This

isthe principle of equal citizenship. "Under that principle, ‘Everyindividual is presumptively entitled

to be treated by the organized societyas a respected, responsible,.and participating member.’
”4

Brown,
Lawrence argues, is simultaneously ‘aboutending unequal access to education and about dismantling
the systems of ‘significationthat sanction white racial supremacy. Systems of meaning and valuation
interact with material and economic practices in waysthat complement,reinforce," or even guide
those practices: “Brownheld ‘thatsegregationwas unconstitutional not simply because the physical
separationof Black and -white children is bad or becauselresourceswere distributed unequally among

,

Black and white schools. Brown held that segregatedschoolswere unconstitutional primarilybecause
— of the message segregationconveys—themessagethat Black children are an untouchable caste,~unfit
to be educated with whitechildren.”5‘

Analytically,the concept of recognition is useful as a starting point, but not as an end in itself.

The refusal of recognition is often notsimply the consequence of a singleform of discrimination,,but
often precedes or extends out of a constellation of social forces. Indeed, as Frank Wu observes-,1‘fol‘-

. opponentspf desegregation,Brown_“wasthought to be the harbinger of a sexual calamity,”with; for

examplefludgeThomas Bradyof Mississippi“predict[ing]that white Southern men would fightto
the death to preserve racial purity, definedas whiteness and the honor of their women?“For under‘-

standlngsuch ideologies,Kimb erle CrenshaW’sconcept of intersectionalitybecomes useful. Crenshaw
'

provides a way of articulating how constellations of forces operate such that racial hierarchieslcarl
both defineand be definedby sexual policing. Analyticallydistinctive structures of oppression:
privilege can manifest, in practice, simultaneously in complex patterns of _collusionand
For Crenshaw and subsequentcritical race theorists, analyzing an instance of injustice as solely
gendered, or economic in nature is likely toresult in an inadequateunderstanding"of causes,
ties, and solutions. Sumi K. Cho observes that “Inlight‘of the prevalent and convergingracial .

gender stereotypes of Asian PacificAmericanwomen as politically passive and sexually '{

compliant,serious attention must be" given to the problem of racialized sexual harassment.. .

law’scurrent dichotomous categorization of racial discrimination and sexual harassment as

”

spheres of injury is inadequate to respond to racialized sexual harassment.’’3 Stereotypes such

hyper—femini'nitya1_1d_sexu_alsubmissiveness of Asian-Americanmen and women, for
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- not merely a problem of negative images that can be remediedby creatingmore positive portraits.
When a belief in the sexual submissiveness of Asian-Americans is taken to imply a broader social

submissiveness, Asian~Americans are -not simply misrepresented,but become more readily the tar-

get of sexual harassment and employment discrimination because perpetrators believe that we are

unlikely to fightback. Alternately,one might see the intersectional translation of racial. privilege into

_-heterosexismand male privilegewhen whiteness appears to entitle young men toiengage homo-

phobicviolence as an extension of their masculinity (“boyswill be boys”)in situations where racial

supremacist violence wouldbe far less tolerated, such ‘as in schools, and where violence by men of

color would be interpreted as an indication of simple criminality.
.

Crenshaw’s'work hasat least three further implications. First, specificconstellations of racial and
gendereddiscrimination resultin uniquekinds. of physical and representationalviolence. Second,

'7

seeminglydisparateactsof violenceand discriminationmay also be linked to one another by what
‘ 0

Cho observesas the‘pattern of
‘

synergism”that “resultswhen sexualizedracial stereotypes combine
with racialized gender stereotypes”.9Third, no one particular form of oppression, for example sexism,

is necessarily the root cause. for, or automatically more urgent to address than another.

II. THEORIZINGTRANSGENDERRECOGNITION: ,
g

PATRICIA WILLIAMS’S _THE ALCHEMYop RACE ANDRIGHTS

In the United States,the history and structures ofanti-blackracism stand as an intellectual "touchstone

for understanding how and whyrecognition is refused. This necessarily leadsto the question, what

is the connective tissue between transphobia and racism? A sufficientanswer to the question is more

subtle than simplysaying that both are forms of unjust discrimination. In her ground-breakingwork,
The Alchemy‘ofRace and Rights,Patricia Williams writes of meeting8., a_whitetr_ansse_xual;wom_anand

law student. Intehdn1g,=totransition, 8. “wantedto talk to me before anyone else at the school because"
*- I was black and might be more understanding.I—.hadnever thought"aboutlransseitualiltyat ,all and

found myselflost for words.’.’1°Williarns’sambivalent silence;sho.u,1§i=notbe re,a1_;1,.;I_~_.itl1-ii-,il;:,,._a.s,._anf
unconscious-transphobia,but as the sign"of an important experientialdifference -‘b,¢.tW¢€‘.11Cl.-16._r.aqis'in
experiencedby non-trans persons of color andthe transphobiaface.d.',by.white;-ttansgentluetf..Qeg1_‘i.,£I;‘__;(,J,_.1,_-_1_s_..

Not surprising,S. was met, Williams recalls, with antagonism-over whattbathroomehee~sl1Qulid
use; her fellow students asserted their proprietorshipover publicfacilities,‘over the meaning.-91,’-;t_h.,o_,se
facilities, and even over the significanceof S..’sbody when she enters “their”.space: a .

.

After the sex—changeoperation,S. began to use the ladies’room. There was an enormous i
‘women studentsof all political persuasions, who“feltraped,”in "addition to the more academi¢»aesertl§tt§,lg:._

_ofsornewho‘ffearedrape.”In a complicated storm of homophobia, the men of the student
known that they too ‘.‘fearedrape”and vowed to chase her out of any and allmen’srooms.The

forces of men and women reached a compromise;8. should use the dean’s.bathroorn.Alas.in;
bathroom no resolutionwas to be found, for the suggestion had not been an honest one _:

E‘

integration of the fears of each side. Then, in his turn the dean, circumspection having gotten
It

far in life, expressed polite, well-modulated fears about the appearance of impropriety’in

visit his_inner sanctum, and many other‘thingsmost likely relatedto his fear of a real’ - ‘-

hierarchy . . .
.

'

,

.5 rlrz.

. At the vortex of this torment, S. as-human beingwho needed to go to the bathroom was lost. D'evoiii*€cl"i
'

by others,she carved and shaped herself to bedefinitionallyacceptable."She-aspiredto a notion of women"

set likejewels in grammatical mountings, fragile and display—cased.She had not learned what society’s
tricksters and its dark fringeshavehad to learn in order to survivezto invert, to stretch, meaning rather
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than oneself.‘She to’whom words meant so much ‘was not giventhe room to appropriate them. 8..as

“transsexual,”S. as “nothomosexual,”thus became ‘amere floatingsignifier,a deconstructive polymorph

parexcellence.“
'

Through their phobic responses, S.’sfellow students and their dean transform bathrooms from a

ubiquitous public convenience into" exte_nsionsof their own genders, sexualities, and institutional

positions. S., Williams observes, attempted to adaptto the phobic“logic”of the situation by protesting
that she was not homosexual, and thus not a sexual threat. However, this attempt at accommodation

fails. The conceptual frameworkerected against S. denies herclaim to self-definitionin the firstplace
by prohibitingher access to a public space in which the self-definitionof one’s,sex is a symbolicpart

- of the act of entry.
It might s'eem strange, then, that in arrogating such power to themselves, S.’sfellowstudentswould

-then imagine themselvesthe victimsof sexual assault. But in conceiving ofbathroorn spaces as exten-
sionsof theirsexed personhood, S.’sfellowstudents transform the bathrooms from a ‘placeofpassive_
“urinarysegregation,”in which entryandexit occurwith minimal thought, into spaces requiringa
vigilant and active patrollingof sex definitioliand their own bodies. In the transphobicimagination,
the bathroom becomes the extension of a genital narcissism (which could be expressed,roughly, as

“mybody is how sex should be definedfor all other bodies”and “thepresence of other kinds of body
violates the sex of my own body”).

At the same time, beingblack and non-trans is not the same as beingtranssexualand white," and
« the privilegesof whitenesshave a complicated relationship to the encounter with transpnhobia.We see

in Willia1ns’saccount at least three levels of complication. The structures of racism andtransphobia
do not emanate from the same historical space or set of ethical assumptions; non-trans persons who

wouldlikelybalk at racialrestrictions on bathroom use often see no problem with excludingpersons

based»on their gender expressions or transgenderidentity. At the same time, among the privilegesof

whiteness in predominantlywhite institutions is the abilityto take inclusion." for granted; it is, argu-

ably,this sense of automatic belonging that S. findsbetrayedby her fellow students. Lastly, the simple
projectionof kinship threatens an act of misrecognition in which Williams would be reduced to the

status of a pure victim”while ‘herracial identity is enlistedinto‘S.’ssearch for legitimacy:“Initiallyit

felt as if she were seekinginlme the comfort "of another nobody;I was a bit put offby the implication
thatniy,»distinctivesomebody-nesswas being"ignored—-—Iwas being used,‘rendered invisible by her

refiisalto see all of niel”“°'The incautious use of the gainsmadeby persons_ of color into furthering
the"§ocial"and political inclusion of white persons demands a certain degree of critical,skepticis'm.‘In
the contextof LGBT political organizing, Allan Bérubénotes, .

I

'

dramatic race—analogyscenarios performed by white activists beg some serious questions. Are actual,

rather than'“virtual,”people of color present as major‘actors in these scenarios, "and if n'ot,_whynot? What
_ e

are they sayingor howare theybeing silenced? How is their actual leadership being supported or not

supportedby the white people who are enacting-thisracialized history?"

The "need for caution does not denythe existence,of a connectivetissue, however.For Williams, the ,

_link betweenherself, a black non-trans woman andlaw professor, and 8., a white transsexual woman,
and student, lies in the ideological framework revealed by the refusal of material and symbolic rec-f-Lf
ognition:

In retrospect, I see clearly the connection between S.’sfate and my being black,her coming. to rnelbecause
I was black. S.’sexperience was a sort of JimCrow mentalityapplied to gender.Many men, women, blacks,
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and certainlyanyone who identifieswith the term “white”.arecaught up in the perpetuation and invisible

privilegeof thisgame; for “black,”“female,”“male,”and-“white”.are every bit as much properties as the

buses, private clubs, neighborhoods, and schools that provide the extracorporeal battlegroundsof their

expression. S.’sexperience-, indeed, was a reminder of the "extent to which property is nothing more than

the mind’senhancement of thebody’slimitation .. .14

To Williams, S. was cut off from the natural act of claimingan identity (linguistically,one might
imagine such an act as the simple but foundational grammatical act of speaking in the firstlperson:“I
am . . . ”).The persons around S. relegated her a priori to the status of a non-person;theylaid claim to

a-njexclusiveownershipof genderedand sexual identities.For Williams, her connection to S. extends

out of the understanding that ideologies of segregation’work through both material and symbolic
exclusions. Segregation is material in nature. insofar as public spaces are physicallycordoned off

and defended as the. private reserve of certain privilegedsubjectivities.Segregation is also symbolic
insofar as the "material act of exclusion attempts to conveythe message and bolster the illusion that

= the boundaries of proper"identities and the attribution of value, and dignity are fully and solely in the
- hands of those privilegedsubjects.

In spirit, if not explicitly,transgender scholars have followed Williams’swork by providing in-

creasingly nuanced analyses of the diiferencesin identities and experiences among trans persons. In
Wi1liams’saccount, the students who decriedstudent 8. as a “rapist”echoed a long-standing stereotype
of transsexual women as secret sexual predators. Judith Halberstam has argued that trans men and

masculinewomen are, in contrast, more likely to be imaginedas targets than as threats. Halberstam.

notes that—“Thecodes that dominate. within the women’sbathroom are primarily gender codes; in the

men’sroom, they are sexual codes?‘-"In turn", gender policingin bathrooms intersects with the asym-

metriesthatstructure the cultural ideals of the divide between public (coded as a space of masculine
sexualprivilege) and private-(coded as feminine domesticity). Because of these intersections, “The

“

perils for passingFTMS in the men’sroom are very differentfrom the-perils of passing MTFS in the

women’sroom. On the one hand, the FTM. in the men’sroom is likely to be lessscrutinizedbecause
men are not quite as vigilant about intruders for obvious reasons. On the other hand, if caught,_the
FTMmay face sorneversion of gender panicfrom the man who discovers him, and it is quite reason-

able.‘to expect and feanviolence in the wakeof sucha discovery. The MTF,"by comparison,will be

‘more scrutinized in the women’sroom but possibly lessopen to punishmentif caught.’"5 Masculine

and androgynous-w_o'menin the women’sroom receive intensifiedscrutiny and face the demand by
law enforcementto confirmtheir sex in ways -that femininemen or androgynouspersons in the merfs
room typicallydo not. These are, of course, interpretivelyuseful generalizations,not absolutes. One
can refinethe analysis of gender-policing.fu'rthe'rby exploring the ways that persons are scrutinized

also for skin‘color, class, age, body art, and other features.
O

Susan Stryker describes our contemporary moment asa “wildprofusionrofgendered subject posi-
tions, spawned by the rupture of “woman”and “man”like an archipelago of identities rising from

the sea: FT_M,MTP,eonist, invert, androgyne, butch, fem-me, nellie, queen, third sex',‘hermaphrodite,.
_ tornboy,sissy.drag king, female impersonator,she—male,he-she,boy-dyke,girlfag,transsexual, trans-

‘

vestite,transgender,Qcross-dresser?’17This proliferation does not mark a -momentary cultural confusion

that willsubside into some more simplemodelof sex, gender and sexualityla_ter';on the contrary,such
‘

nuancedself-definitionsindicate that such complexityis, as C. Jacob Hale argues,_phenomenologi-
cally real.”What is politicallycritical is the understanding that no single type of gender policingis

exemplary of all other forms at the same time that these multiple experiencesof gender policing are.

also experientiallyreal, and function as preludes tothe denial of recognition.
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11r. SOCIAL DEATH: TYRA HUNTER AND VINCENT CHIN

On August 7, 1995, Tyra Hunter, a black transgender woman, was struck by a car. As the emergency
medical technician at the scene began to administer aid, he suddenlyexclaimed,“This bitch ain’t
no girl. . .it’sa nigger, he’sgot a dick!”and walked away. Witnesses later reported that, while Hunter

was po_ssiblystill conscious,‘the EMT stood, “laughingand telling jokes”with his fellow technicians
for several minutes. Tyra Hunter would subsequently die of her injuries at Washington,DC”General

Hospital.”
'

_

On June 19, 1982, Vincent Chin, a non-transgender Chinese-American, was clubbed to death

by Ronald Ebens and his stepson, Michael Nitz. In a national and local atmosphere poisoned by the

me_dia’sheavy-handed_]apan~bashing,Chin’sattackersblamed him for taking away “American”jobs.
Both men were chargedwith manslaughter and released on probation with a three-thousand—dollar
fine.Wayne County Circuit Court chief justice Charles Kaufman defended his _lightsentencing by
noting that: ‘We’r_etalking here abouta man who’sheld down a responsiblejob with the same company
for 17-or 18 -years, and his son who is employed and a_part—timestudent. These men are_ not going to

.

go out and harm somebody else. I just didn’tthink that putting them, in prison would do any good
for them or forsociety. You don’tmake the punishment fit the crime; you make the punishment fit

These two instances of discriminatorybehavior seem separatedbydifferent kinds of conduct,

perpetrators, victims, and motives._Nevertheless,they are, ‘Iwould suggest, two faces of one ideo~

logicalcoin.The deaths of a black transgender woman and a non—trans Chinese-American man are

connected‘through acts of injustice predicated on gross refusals of civil and humanrecognition. In

the firstinstance,the EMT’s marked hostility toward women as a whole—“thisbitch”—~_—colluded,in

his eyes, with Hunter"s “failure”to meet his sexualized and gendered expectations of a black woman.

-Misogyny,racism, homophobia,and transphobiaare all simultaneouslyaudible in the _EMT’sstate-

ment. Regarded as an “it,”Hunter is rendered socially dead, such that, lying_injuredon the ground,
she is left to die,.treated by the technicians atthe scene as if she were already "dead." The display of

callousnessand arroganceon the part of the perpetrators is not incidental; rather it arises from their

1% irnplicitbeliefthat they possessed the right to either withhold or grant recognition in the form of

med_ical_careaccording to racialized, gendered,and sexual criteria.

In the_second instance, _a similar arrogance isvisible inlludgeKaufrnan’sexplanation.of his light
sentencing. In effect, he absolves Chin’sattackers of their violent racism because they were “responsible”
family men. Kaufman imagines himself as the defender not of racist killers,”but of _well—employed,
heterosexual heads-of-households whose personal well~beingand society’swelfareare imagined to

be one and the same: “I just didn’tthink that putting them in prison would do any good for them or

for society.”Kaufman givesvoice to a discourse that equates whitenesswith middle-class heterosexual

masculinity and with society in general. For Kaufman, a challengeto Ebens’sand Nitz’sracially moti~

vated violence, legibleas an assertion of supremacism, would threaten their sociallysanctionedgender
and class roles. In turn, Chin, while also employedand about to get married, has no_stan_dingas a man,

a worker, or as a properly familial heterosexual. Although there is no clear reason why another attack

on an Asian-American would not occur, Vincent Chin and Detroit’sAsian-American community are

dismissed from view as merely“somebodyelse,”a referent without content.
A

My contention that these two instances of injustice are connected through their en'act'ment of an
‘

exclusionary and simultaneous policingof ‘race,gender;and sexuality, may seem overbroad. None-

theless, I would suggest that neither Hunter’snor Chin’s deaths are intelligiblewithout reference t0

broader patterns of bias and exclusion. Barbara Perry "hasargued that hatecrimies,-understoodas
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assaults against the communities to which an individualappears to belong, are significantlyoriented
toward creating a spectacleof subordination, as well as physical harm. Hate crimes, Perry argues, are

intended as a messageto the communities "who,bear witness, as well as the immediate victims, to get
. back “in their place?”The “messages?conveyedby acts of hate violence are not idiosyncraticpersonal
expressions, but attempts to reinforce publicly available discourses that support the subordinationof
-historicallymarginalized groups. In short, even though the bulk of hate crimes are not committedby
organized hate groups, acts of transphobic or racist violence are nonetheless attemptsto turn beliefs

'

in transgenclerdeviance orwhite supremacyinto concrete realities.

Tyra Hunter and Vincent. Chin faced different historicallegacies,to be sure. The intense defnand
to be f‘properly”genderedimposed on Tyra Hunter might be reckoned, in part, to be one of the

consequericuesof the‘nineteentl1—centuryconstruction of “womanhood”as white and centered in the

‘domesticsphere; in contrast to such a standard, Cheryl"Harris argues, “Blackwomen functioned as

importantcregulatorysymbols:by representingeverything that “woman”was -not. . . . Indeed, through
the rigid constructionof the virgin/whore dichotomyalongracial lines, the conception of womanhood
was deeplyweddedtoslavery and patriarchyand the conduct of all women was policed in ‘accordance
with patriarchal norrnsand in furtherance ofwhitemale p'oW_er.”23Vincent Chin and Asian-Americans
stand in the shadowcast by a different history. As Ronald Takaki notes’,We have_ been painted“as

“perpetualforeigners”whose .presence_in the UnitedlStat'esis regarded as transitory or even parasiti-
cal. These historical differences do not mean that’Hunter’sand Chin’sdeaths are isolated from one

another, however, Taken together,the EMT’s regard of black trans women -as sexually deviant and
socially-dead_and JudgeKa_ufn1an’sclaim thatwhite heterosexual family men arepreeminlentlyvalu-
able are interlockingand mutuallyreinforcing.‘As a mass of beliefs, theylechohistorically enduring
hierarchies of racial,gender, and sexuality.

I
I

Here, it becomes important to address the distinction between a politics of recognition and eco--

nomicor redistributive justice.The severe economic vulnerab_ilityof trans persons makes us vulnerable.
to abuse in many settings, from the workplace to the criminal justicesystem. Non-discrimination

lawsalone are simplyinadequate._Inhistorical perspective, as DerrickBell has argued, the gains made

toward racial equality since Brown have been regularly-underminedby the structuring of economic

interests in parallel with racism. Economic5justi<‘feremainsa necessary partof civil and human rights
struggles, Bell argues,stressing the need to develop strategiesthat “diluteboth the financialand

psychological‘benefits”.of discriminatorybehavior‘."‘Recognitionis, generally,an insecure achievement

when it relies on the largesse of those the power to grant or denyit orwhen it pits self-interest

against moral persuasion, ‘

— Yet, to the extent that discriminatory.actionshave their roots in phobic beliefs that are -not eco-,

nom-icallymotivated, an emphasis on recognition remains essential. Hate violence does not correlate
‘

readily to economic disparities and “hatemongersare notallalienated deprived youth. It is also the

case that hate crimes knows no class boundaries. . Hate crime is increasinglylikelyto occur in places
of privilege,such as the workplaceand collegecampuses.”

25 The beliefs surrounding Tyra Hunter’sor

Vincent Chjn’sdeaths, or student S.’sexclusionfrom bathrooms,had less to do_with economicdisparities - —

than with the _sys'tema.tic'devaluationof their personhoods and communities. Such devaluationtook

place infterms of cultural and social, rather than material worth. In three‘cases, the question that
becamevisiblewas not whether they could ‘affordfair treatment, but whether‘or not they deserved

fairness in the firstplace. Economic equality,-whether measured in terms of income or more com-

plex-quality-.of-life_measurements,does not safeguardagainst the perception that one’slife, identity,
psychologicalintegrity,and communities are of no inherent value.»

‘
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Transphobia and Hate-MotivatedViolence

Hate-motivatedviolence deserves an extended consideration insofar as it is one of the areas in which

an expansion of our current politics of recognition is particularly needed. From the schoolyardthug
to the thug with a badge, both opportunisticviolence and state-sanctionedviolence are a barbed-

wire cage that keeps us from:fully participating in the culture, society andpolitical life around us.

Whfleviolence is by no means the only civil rights concern of trans persons or persons of color, it

is, nonetheless, the most direct means by which we have been warded off from attempting to make

rights claims or pointing out unjust inequalities. _

The relationship between the refusal of recognition and hate violence is multi—layered.Most

evidently,.non—recogniti_onpromotes hate crimes by allowing perpetrators to regard victims as tar-
'

gets who “deserve”to be hated. Beneaththis causalrelationship are at least three other pernicious
consequences of non—recog'nition.Non-recognitionrenders invisiblethe frequen_cyof those crimes.

For example, neither transgender personsnor perceptionsof gender identityappearas categories of

persons or motivesin the FBI’shate crimes statistics.“Non-recognition furtlierleads to a ‘dismissive
attitude by the crim_inal justice system, the media, and the public towardthe consequences ofhatred

for its victims and to victims being blamed for “bringingit on themselves.”Most perniciously,perhaps,
when victims receive inadequate support, it becomes ‘possibleto accept suchattitudes and to resign
oneself to the “inevitability”of being hated. Often then, the consequence is thathate crimes then go

unreported and unaddressed, thus creating a cycleof suppression and silence.

Trans persons are systematicallymisrepresentedboth ‘withinthe mass media and within the

criminal justice system.We are regarded as persons whose identities are not simply“deviant,”but

actively deceptive and criminal. As I write this essay, a mistrialhas occurred in the prosecution‘of

Gwen Araujo’skillers. Araujo was a seventeen-year-old trans woman was .tortured and strangled by
four men. ‘-Evenwhen, because of pressures brought by family,friends, andtransgender activists, the

attention of the media and criminaljustice system are sympathetic to the victims of anti-transgender
hate crimesgiranspersons can end up represented in ways that ‘underminethe equal recognition
implicit in hate crimes laws. Both prosecution and defense relied upon rhetorical ploys that have no

actual ethical-or legal basis. To the prosecutor, Araujo ha_d committed “thesin of deception”even

as he closed ‘hiscase by arguingthat “theprovocation[for murder] did not flowfrom Eddie [Gwen]
Araujo.”23The defense, in its turn, accusedAraujoof “sexualfraud.’

’”

The mass media bears a significantresponsibility for misrepresenting trans persons and the scale

_ofviolence that we face. Trans activists have changed, to be sure, the-qualityof non-LGBT press cov-

erage, especiallysince Brandon Teena’smurder. We are less frequentlyrepresentedas exotic perverts
in order to create sensationalistic copy. Nonetheless, reporters still have trouble with names, genders.
and, most importantperhaps, context. (Indeed, I should note that the significanceof turningBrandon

Teena’slife into a movie‘,BoysDon’tCry,’remains to be seen; I have met a number of persons who,
after seeing the film,did not know that he was an actual person.) In September of 2003, for example,
Newsweek reported sympathetically on the murders of Ukea Davis, Bella Evangelista,Kiera Spauld-
ing, Stephanie Thomas, and Mimi Young over a one~year period. However, the tendency to blame the

victim for the crime still persisted; Bella Evangelistais impliedto have':been‘complicitin her death

by deceivingunsuspecting heterosexualpmen:“[Evangelista]occasionallyresortedto an especially
risky form of prostitutionesoliciting.straightmen on the street without telling them her true gender.”
The chilling larger context of violence againsttrans personsis relegated to a parentheticalcomment:
“Evangelista’skillingwas gruesome, but wasn’tunique. In the past year, four other transgender men

have been found‘brutally murdered in the _Washingtonarea. Another was attacked and narrowly
survived. Police say that so far, they have found no connection between the crimes. . . (Nationwide,
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nine other transgenders have been murdered in thepast 12 months, accordingto Remembering Our

Dead, at San Francisco-based activist group.)”3°Among the consistent features of non-LGBT report-

.ing on anti-trans hate crimes is the tendencyfor journalists to portraysuch crim_es as a shocking new

development or a sudden surge. In fact, it would have been more accurate to describe the violence

in Washingtonas the continuedexpansion of an epidemic.KylarBroadus observesthat roughly two

killingsa month of trans persons are recorded each year. Furthermore, any number taken from cur.-

rently available sources is likely to be low due to a combination of underreporting and misreporting,
“becausethe individual victim is not identifiedas transgendered—.because[authorities] will ignore

'

the victims’transgender name and identityand state, ‘It_was a man,’orlsay,"It. was a gay man in drag’
that was killed?“

_ Tu-rns-of—phrasesuch as “sinsof deception”and “sexualfraud”_havenoethicalor legalbasis; they_
are strictly rhetoricalstrategerns. Their effectiveness rests notonly on widespread stereotypes and.

'

misconceptions, but onan a priori negation of transgender identity. ]i_1___stas-persons of color in the

nineteenth centurywere excluded from testifyingagainst white personsin court because their color

presumptivelynegated the legitimacyof their testimony in a white supremacist juridical context, trans-
genderpersons are rendered “unreal”in a rigidly biriaristic andheterosexist "cultural environment.

.IV. TOWARDA CRITICAL MULTICULTURALISM
The need for portraits of subjectivitythat do not simply assimilate existing culturallydominant

_

standards of _normalcy-.and that enable a critical assessment the UnitedStates’particular sex-gender
system has leadmany to search for alternative sex—-gendersystems in which gendernon-conformity is

"valued. Indeed, I recall reading WalterWillia1ns’sinfluentialThe Spiritand the Flesh for the firsttime

as an undergraduate. With embarrassing hubris, I walked into RobertWarriorsoflice,the professor
for my Native American literature class, andasked whygender and sexualitywere not more prominent

-'

topics in the class? Gently‘butfirmly,he asked me if -I had learned anythingyet about water rights,
education issues, or sovereignty.The question made clear that while gender and sexual identitywere
not unimportant areas of inquiry, they should not be detached from the concerns over survival and

justice for the communities in which those, systemsof gender and sexualityemerged.
What are thebenefitsand risks of writingabout apparently transgenderaspectsof cultures .“outside”

-the ‘Westas a source of cultural legitimacy in the United States? This question might.seem annodd
T-‘departurefrom my explorations of Willian1s’sand Crenshaw’sworks andthe deathsof Tyra Hunter
and Vincent Chin. However, as Derrick.BeIl and others have noted, U.S. black and Native American

struggles over rights and self—determinationwere watched intensely by those engaged‘in 'decoloniza-

tion in Africa,~Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean. For some observers,U.S. civil rightsstruggles
were an extension -inwards of anti-‘colonialism.No less, whether or not earlytransgenderactivists

consideredthemselves part of a broader "liberation movement, they were part of '-a milieu steeped
in racial civil rights ‘struggles,labor organizing,anti-war and peace movements, and secondawave
feminism. One ‘mightargue that post-war civil rights strugglesgenerallycannot be read in terms of
strictly national beliefs and_actors.

'

This broader historicalintersecti‘ona'l'ityrequires us to attend to one of the key strategies of legitima-
tion in transgender politics:the representationof cultures in whichapparently“thirdsexes‘or genders”
have a positive role and of cultures with different taxonomies for embodiment andsexuallife more

generally,_The precedentsuch intellectualwork has beenset by feminist -and, more recently,gay and

lesbian historians and anthropologistswho have sought world-views in whichgender relations are

not organized around patriarchy and domesticity, and sexuality is not definedin terms of mutually
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exclusiveheterosexual and homosexual identities. Indeed, as Patrick Califia-Ricehas noted, the ar-

chive of cross—culturalcomparisons of genderand sexuality often undermines attempts to demarcate

cleanlybetween transgender and gay-lesbianhistoriography.”
Transgender writers have referred to cultural systems in which so_-caIled_.“tl1ird”genders or sexes‘

have an establishedrole in order to develop a critique of the fixityand universality of contemporary

Westerntaxonomies of gender and sex.”One relativelymoderate argument that can be made based on

cross-cultural comparisons is that transgender identities do not herald the decayand end of civiliza-

tion, but is simply one of many cultural possibilities.The existenceof other cultural taxonomies is part
of a larger body of evidence supporting the claim that Western models of sex, gender, and sexuality
do not reflectsome bedrock cultural necessity, but isone of several roads of historicaldevelopment_
that isopen to fiiturechange. For trans persons, knowledge of other cultural systems lends credence
to the idea thattransphobia and rigid gender roles- are neither a permanent nor an organic feature

of societies, and offersthe possibility that there might well be a future in which transgenderpersons

possesscultural and social legitimacydespite or even because of their identity.
.

The benefitsof cross-culturalcomparisons entail an equivalent degree of ethical danger.At the

outset, transgender or thirdsexlgender are labels that might well berejected or culturallyunintelligible
if applied. The act of misrepresentationor mistranslation is not trivial. In prioritizingsex or gender
over other dimensionsof cultural reality or in isolatingsexand gender from their cultural milieu,it

is easy to treat other cultures-and personsin a fashion similar to the way that U.S. trans persons have
been regarded by, for example, medical andpsychiatric institutions that have tended to be interested
in us primarilyas case studies ofa ‘condition.’When transgenderwriters are located within theUnited
States, the danger of misrepresentation is compounded-by the problem of taking on an imperialistic
approach to political and intellectual work. To be sure, trans persons typicallyhave neither the financial

nor the cultural capital to be a neocolonial vanguard;there is nothing to be gainedlbyrehearsingthe
facile metaphors central to IaniceRaymond’svitriolic Transsexual ‘Empire.What is risked-in using
othercultures as a means to ourown-political ends, is an erosion of ethical consciousnessin which we

come to regard both “trans”and non-trans persons as mere instruments in strugglesthat they have
had little voice in shaping and whose fruits they are unlikely to share.

I

"Byno means is the problem of cross—culturalrepresentationfacedlby transgender writers alone.
How transphobia intersects with the act ofcross—culturalrepresentation in the so—calledmainstream
of Western mass media is instructive about the uses to which the representations of other cultures can

be put. One cornerstone of transphobicrepresentationworks througha radical constriction of the
. norms against whichsex and genderexpressions are inte'rpreted.andevaluated.Take,for example, a

short review of a travelbook from The Economist:

It is, one imagines, everysex-tourist’snightmare: the go-go bar, the tuk-tuk, the hotel-room and then . . . the

discoverythat there is rather more to the lovely lady than had been bargained for. Th__ailand’sladyboys_

havestruck again?“
'

I

Withina fewbrief sentences, The Economistaboveimaginestransgender subjectivityas nothing more

(or less) than a threat to heterosexual genitalsecurity. “Thailand.’sladyboys,”Thai kathoeys,are depicted
strictly with regard to whether they conform to the desires of the heterosexual European sex—tourist,

presentedhere as the standard of normalcy and the “one”whose subjectivityshould be “ir_nagined”by
- the reader. Whether or not Thai lcathoeysare represented in a positive or negative light in this instance
is, to some extent, irrelevant; more important, I think, is the fact that kathoey identity is represented

"

as dependent on, and subordinate to the presumptivegender expectations and heterosexuality of the
narrator. The kathoey becomes nothingmore or less than the extensiondofa sexual ‘_‘nightInare.”At
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the same time, the author invokes the common stereotypeof the devious and cunning Asian: in effect,

kathoeys are Fu Manchu posing as Madame Butterfly.
I

Writing for the New Internationalist, Urvashi Butalia offers an alternative and far more expansive
mode of representation in a"profileof Mona, an Indian hijm:

Mona Ahmed’svisiting card _currentlylists fivenames. Apart from Mona, which is how I know her,‘there

is Ahmad Bhai, -Saraswati,Ahmed“Iqbal and Radharani. These names are a mix of Hindu (Saraswati,

Radharani); Muslim (Ahmed Bhai, Ahmed Iqbal) and- Christian (Mona), but they also combine diifer-

ent genders. Mona, Saraswati,and Radharani are female names. Ahmed Bhai and Ahmed Iqbal are male
names. This is entirely appropriate—withMona it’sdifficultto tell from one moment to the ‘nextwhich

gender she will assume . . .

"

1

As a eunuch she has limited ways of making a living:eunuchs live on the fringes of Indiansocietyand

can’teasilyfind jobs. Thegroupto which she belongsmake their living by blessing newborn children in

return for money—anact which playson people’sfear-ofthe “evileye”.andis the reason families willingly
oblige . . .

l l A 1

There are times when Mona yearns to be what she calls “normal.”Butpthatnormality doesn't haveto
'

do with sex. Instead, it’sa longing to be apart of mainstream society. It has to do with acceptability,with

respect—allof which elude her simply because she cannot be classed as one or other of the two genders
available us. At other times she laughs at the trap of “normal”‘society.Years ago she adopted a little girl

whenshe -feltiastrongurge to motherhood which for her has nothing to do with biology.”

The difference here is qualitative,notmerelyquantitative. Mona’sidentitycannot be reduced to either

her physical_ityor her gender, but must be seen within the cultural, religious, and economic structures

that are specificto India -as a modern nation. Mona’sidentity,While understood relationally, is not‘

represented as a subordinate extension of another’sreality._Celebra_toryrepresentation need not be ;_a
central concern here. Rather,'the, “positive”qualityof Butalia’srepresentationof Mona extendsfrom
the manner in whichlshledepictsMona’sreality as composedthroughthe complexrelationships among
her personal "agency,the social and economic possibilitiessurrounding her, and the larger, evolving
communitiesand histories within modern Indian society.

. On the one "hand, when portrayedas strangeand deviant,different systems of sex and "genderrela-

. tions can be used to reafljrm‘the belief that the West’sculturallydominant understandingof sex and

genderidentity is natural and superior. On the other. hand, placed in a broader cultural and historical
context, the depiction of a different sex -and gender system can also be used to demonstrate that the‘-

binary and heterocentric understanding 0 “normal”sex and gender identity ‘mthe United States is not

a fact of nature, but the product of a specifichistorical legacy,one that is reinforced not by the force of

nature but byrelations of privilegeand exclusion.Thedesire to engage in comparativethought should
'

not be dismissed merely as a search for Shangri-La. Instead, the use of cross-cultural comparisons as

a strategy of legitimation requiresa heightened awarenessof the ethical stakes involved.

A multiculturalistethics provides a -useful vantagepoint. In the United States, multiculturalism has
been, typically,an attempt to challenge ethnocentrisrn through education after the demise of overt

. racial and ethnic supremacism. At its Weakest, multiculturalism descends into the tokenistic and easily
forgottencelebration of cosmetic culturaldifferences. Ideally,more serious changes in .ways of thinking
can take place through a rigorous, critical multiculturalism in which educationfocuses “onthe material
historical productionsof differencerather than on ‘culture’as a ready-made thing,’_’3‘and explore how
specificsystems of identification,discrimination, and privilegebecome forged over time.

'

_

A critical multiculturalist.approachtoward the representation of cultural differences in transgen-
der intellectualwork hasat least three dimensions: the elaborationof historical context, the need to
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definethe purposes and limits of cross-cultural comparison, and establishing reciprocity rather than

parasitism. The representation of Native American cultures by trans persons, particularly the idea of
'

two-spiritedness,provide a useful vantage point. Whenspeakingof gender systems, the idea of a system
or a structure should not be mistaken as meaning historical immobilityor indicatinga machine-like
creation of identity categories. In the case of Navajo categories of gender,WesleyThomas argues that

“genderformulation‘and reformulation are ongoing processes that have been affected by the influence
of Euro-American cultures.The Navajoworld has alwaysevolved by synthesizingtrad_itional'ideas-and‘.

practices with new ones.”37Cultures should be recognizednot as templates, but as dynamic systems

containinginternaldebates, tensions, and contradictions. Awareness of this internal autonomy and

self—reflexivityis analyticallyvital. Robert Warrior notes that: “AmericanIndian intellectualdiscourse_
can now ground itself in its own history the way that African-American,feminist, and other opposi-
tional discourses have. . .far from engaging in some new and novel practice that belongsnecessarilyto

the process of assimilatingand enculturatingnon-Native values, we are doing somethingthat Natives‘

have done for hundreds of years—somethingthat can be and has been an important part of resistance

to assimilationand survival.’’3" Second, information about another culture constitutes a critical vantage-
point from which to see one’sown culture from a different perspective‘;it does not enable one to claim

those identity categories as one’sown. As Gary Bowen observes, “Thereare many ‘magpies’who are

drawn to latch onto_the bright shiny aspects of Native culture, who misappropriate Native cultu_re,
customs, and artifacts in the belief that they are ‘honoring’Native peopleby imitating them without
understanding them.”39Finally,-substantivecross-"cultural ‘Workdemands that one understand and

value that the stakes present instrugglesbeyond one’s‘own..
H

.
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